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Abstract.  This chapter reviews the progress made in the past decade in understanding 

tropical Atlantic climate variability. In addition to an equatorially anti-symmetric 

seasonal cycle forced directly by the seasonal march of the sun, Atlantic sea surface 

temperature (SST) displays a pronounced annual cycle on the equator that results from 

continental monsoon forcing and air-sea interaction. This cycle interacts with and 

regulates the meridional excursions of the Atlantic intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). 

On interannual timescales, there is an equatorial mode of variability that is similar to El 

Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in the Pacific. This Atlantic Nino is most pronounced 

in boreal summer coinciding with the seasonal development of the equatorial cold tongue. 

In boreal winter, both ENSO and the North Atlantic Oscillation exert a strong influence 

on the northeasterly trades and SST over the northern tropical Atlantic. In boreal spring 

when the equatorial Atlantic is uniformly warm, anomalies of the cross-equatorial SST 

gradient and the ITCZ are closely coupled, resulting in anomalous rainfall over 

northeastern Brazil. There is evidence for a positive air-sea feedback through wind-

induced surface evaporation that organizes off-equatorial SST anomalies to maximize 

their cross-equatorial gradient. The resultant anomalous shift of the ITCZ may affect the 

North Atlantic Oscillation, helping to organize ocean-atmospheric anomalies into a pan-

Atlantic pattern. 
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1. Introduction 

 The Atlantic Ocean is flanked by two large tropical continents, which host major 

centers of atmospheric convection. As early as 320 years ago, Halley [1686] recognized 

the important influence of these continents on climate in the Atlantic sector and 

suggested that the intense surface heating over North Africa drives the southerly winds in 

the Gulf of Guinea. It was not until 1970s, however, that the influence of the tropical 

Atlantic Ocean on continental climate variability began to come to light. The studies that 

followed showed that interannual variability in rainfall over the semi-arid regions of 

South America and Africa is associated with well-organized, repeating patterns of sea 

surface temperature (SST) and trade wind anomalies over the tropical Atlantic. 

Furthermore, these patterns of ocean and atmospheric anomalies are so arranged that their 

interaction gives rise to positive feedback acting to amplify each other. Rapid progress 

has been achieved in the past decade in understanding these air-sea interaction 

mechanisms and modeling the resulting variability in climate over the tropical Atlantic 

and beyond. This chapter reviews the progress in describing the patterns and 

understanding the mechanisms for tropical Atlantic variability (TAV).  

 We begin with a brief overview of the seasonal cycle, which dominates tropical 

Atlantic variability. This is followed by a survey in Section 3 of interannual variability in 

the equatorial Atlantic, which is akin to the El Nino and Southern Oscillation (ENSO) 

phenomenon in the Pacific. Section 4 concerns off-equatorial SST variability regarding 

which opposing views exist. We next review recent efforts to understand air-sea 

interaction from the oceanic, atmospheric, and coupled points of view. The tropical 

Atlantic is not isolated, but is influenced by, and may influence climate variability in 

other regions, in particular ENSO and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). The NAO is 

of central importance for climate variability in the extratropical North Atlantic and 

Europe. Extensive literature on NAOresearch exists, recently summarized in an American 

Geophysical Union monograph by Hurrell et al. [2003]. Sections 5 and 6 discuss how the 

NAO and ENSO influence TAV, respectively. Section 7 is a summary and includes 

discussion of the challenges ahead. 
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2. Seasonal cycle 

SST in the eastern equatorial Atlantic is dominated by the annual cycle.  

Temperatures reach their maximum in boreal spring when the equatorial winds are 

weakest and the thermocline is deepest in the east. During this season the sun is directly 

overhead, providing maximum incident solar radiation. The band of high SSTs exceeding 

27oC occupies an equatorial region extending from 8oS to 5oN (Fig. 1a). As the year 

progresses the trade winds along the equator intensify. The resulting zonal pressure 

gradient in the ocean and associated uplifting thermocline leads to seasonal cooling of 

SSTs in the eastern equatorial Atlantic. The SSTs reach their minimum along the eastern 

coast of Africa in July as a result of intensified coastal upwelling (Fig. 2a), and then in 

the southeastern Gulf of Guinea a month later. In July and August, a distinct cold tongue 

forms across the basin, centered slightly south of the equator (Fig. 1b). 

The northeast and southeast trade wind systems meet at the narrow, roughly 

zonally oriented intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ).  The time-mean latitude of the 

ITCZ and the collocated rain band, often called the thermal equator or climatic axis of 

symmetry, is displaced 5-10 degrees north of the geographical equator over the Atlantic 

[Hasterath, 1991; Mitchell and Wallace, 1992; references therein], despite the fact that 

solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere is nearly symmetric about the equator on 

annual mean (see Xie 2004 for the latest review of research on this climatic asymmetry 

over the Atlantic and eastern Pacific). The ITCZ is also associated with the latitude of 

minimum seasonal variance of SST and the latitude of maximum vertical displacement of 

the thermocline [Houghton, 1991].  . 

The ITCZ and its associated band of continental convection display large seasonal 

excursions over the Atlantic sector. Over the continents, the rain band largely follows the 

seasonal march of the sun, reaching its northernmost (southernmost) position in July-

September (December-February) [Fu et al., 2001; Biasutti et al. 2003]. Since dry soil has 

a negligible heat capacity, the apparent lag in the meridional excursion of the continental 

rain band behind the sun may result from other heat reservoirs such as soil moisture and 

oceanic influences.  

Over the ocean, patterns of SST and the position of the ITCZ are tightly coupled, 

with major rainfall confined to a band of high SSTs above 27oC. In March-April, the rain 
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band is located nearly on the equator onto which the trades converge from both 

hemispheres. SST is uniformly warm in the equatorial zone of 10oS-5oN, making March-

April the time when the Atlantic ITCZ is very sensitive to even small changes in 

interhemispheric SST gradient (Section 4). As the equatorial cold tongue develops in 

June and persists through September, the ITCZ is kept north of the equator following the 

northward movement of the high-SST band while a second, smaller, convective zone 

develops south of the equator west of 30oW [Grodsky and Carton, 2003]. The oceanic 

ITCZ reaches its northernmost position in September, lagging its northward movement 

over the continents because of the large heat capacity of the ocean mixed layer. In July-

August, rainfall in the ITCZ is considerably stronger than in March-April, despite a 1oC 

drop in SSTs beneath the ITCZ (Fig. 2). This strengthening of ITCZ convection may be 

due to the abundance of strong westward propagating easterly wave disturbances that 

help trigger convection over the ocean. These disturbances originate from the African 

rain band [e.g., Thorncroft et al., 2003] and grow in the tropical Atlantic, some into 

tropical storms and hurricanes that devastate the Caribbean and southern United States 

[Gray and Landsea, 1992]. In addition to the 3-9 day African easterly waves the tropics 

also support a nearly stationary pattern of summer winds and precipitation with periods 

of two weeks that appears to result from land-atmosphere interaction [Janicot and Sultan, 

2001; Grodsky and Carton, 2001]. 

Along the equator SST varies with a strong annual cycle despite the primarily 

semiannual nature of solar heating (this is also true of the eastern Pacific).  At 10oW, 

equator, SST reaches 28oC March-April and drops to below 23oC in July-August. This 

seasonal warming and cooling is highly asymmetric, with the latter taking only three 

months and while the former taking seven months. From the oceanic point of view the 

rapid cooling is attributed to the sudden onset of the West African monsoon and the rapid 

intensification of the southerly winds in May-June in the Gulf of Guinea. These southerly 

winds cause upwelling slightly south and downwelling slightly north of the equator, and 

this upwelling cools the equatorial ocean [Philander and Pacanowski, 1981]. They also 

have strong convergence/divergence, decelerating over the cold tongue and then 

accelerating again over the warmer water a few degrees north of the equator.  Equatorial 

zonal wind variations also play an important role in the equatorial SST annual cycle by 
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inducing upwelling (through zonal and meridional divergence) and tilting the thermocline 

depth on the equator.  From April to August, the thermocline shoals more than 60 m in 

the equatorial Gulf of Guinea [Houghton, 1983; Philander and Pacanowski, 1986].  

Changes in zonal wind strength also affect wind-induced evaporation. 

From the coupled point of view, Xie [1994] shows that the northward 

displacement of the climatological ITCZ is the ultimate cause of the annual cycle in 

equatorial SST in both the Pacific and Atlantic by maintaining southerly cross-equatorial 

winds that intensify in boreal summer/fall and relax in boreal spring [see also Giese and 

Carton, 1994]. Mitchell and Wallace’s [1992] observational analysis suggests that the 

annual cycle in the equatorial Pacific is initiated in the east by the seasonal monsoonal 

winds and propagates westward as the result of air-sea interactions. In contrast to the 

equatorial Pacific where air-sea interaction is the leading mechanism for the annual cycle, 

the narrow width of the tropical Atlantic and the presence of strong continental 

convective zones mean that continental monsoons play a much more important role. 

Atmospheric general circulation model (GCM) experiments show that the seasonal 

variations in the cross-equatorial winds in the Gulf of Guinea are mostly due to the 

continental monsoon [Li and Philander, 1997]. The annual cycle in equatorial zonal wind 

is driven both by the continental monsoon and by the interaction with equatorial SST, 

mechanisms that are important in the eastern and western half of the basin, respectively 

[Okumura and Xie, 2004]. In an experiment that removes the seasonal development of 

the equatorial cold tongue, anomalous easterlies still appear in May and June in the 

eastern equatorial Atlantic as a result of the increased cross-equatorial advection of zonal 

momentum and a redistribution of monsoonal rainfall.  

 

3. Equatorial variability 

Superimposed on these primarily annual variations of SST are anomalies during 

the boreal summer months (JJA) that frequently exceed 1oC during the peak month.  The 

warm anomalies are generally maximum in the zone of the boreal summer cold tongue 

between 6oS and 2oN, and between 20oW and 5oE (corresponding cool anomalies are less 

geographically oriented and less limited to the boreal summer).  During some years, but 

not all, the warm anomalies appear along the southwestern coast of Africa as well.  The 
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period of the warm events appears to be approximately 30-months with 13 such warm 

events having occurred in the 40-year period since 1961 (‘63 ‘66 ‘68 ‘73 ‘74 ‘81 ‘84 ‘87 

‘88 ‘93 ‘96 ‘97 ‘99).  This past summer of 2003 provides just the most recent example. 

The first well-documented event in 1963 received attention partly because of its 

magnitude, and partly because it coincided with the EQUALANT observational program 

[Katz et al., 1977; Merle, 1980].  The coincidence of warming sea surface temperatures, a 

relaxation of the trade winds and shifts in convection during that summer caused Merle 

[1980] and Hisard [1980] to dub this phenomenon the ‘Atlantic Nino’.  Further 

observational results by Servain et al. [1982] made clear the connection between changes 

in the trade winds and changes in SST.   

The 1984 event occurred during another observational program called 

SEQUAL/FOCAL (summarized in the 1984 SEQUAL/FOCAL issue of Geophysical 

Research Letters) and just after the massive 1982-3 Nino.  The extensive array of 

subsurface observations showed that the warming of the mixed layer occurred in 

conjunction with an anomalous deepening of the oceanic thermocline in the eastern basin 

[Philander, 1986], which resulted from an eastward shift of anomalous heat within the 

equatorial waveguide [Carton and Huang, 1994]. 

Associated with the warming SSTs are changes in the overlying atmosphere.  The 

equatorial trade winds relax west of 20oW while further eastward the meridional winds 

associated with the North African summer monsoon also weaken [Horel et al., 1986; 

Zebiak, 1993]. Figure 3 shows the anomaly pattern during Atlantic Ninos based on a 

recent joint ocean-atmospheric analysis [Ruiz-Barradas et al., 2000].  Corresponding 

increases in diabatic heating in the mid-troposphere occur along with a southward shift of 

tropical convection [Wagner and da Silva, 1994; Carton et al., 1996]. In particular, 

rainfall tends to increase on the Guinea coast during an Atlantic Nino [Hirst and 

Hastenrath, 1983].  These anomalous shifts in tropical convection and equatorial winds 

are well captured by a number of atmospheric GCMs that are forced by Atlantic Nino 

SST anomalies [Chang et al., 2000; Sutton et al., 2000; Okumura and Xie, 2004], 

confirming that they result from air-sea interaction much like their El Nino counterparts 

in the Pacific [Zebiak 1993]. This success is not shared by all the GCMs, however, which 
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led Vizy and Cook (2002) to explore the use of a regional atmospheric model to simulate 

the atmospheric response to Atlantic Nino SST anomalies. 

The periodicity of the Atlantic Nino seems to vary considerably. The decade 

beginning in 1974 had few warm events relative to the surrounding decades of the 1960s 

and 1980s.  The reasons for these changes are still poorly understood.  Key parameters 

such as the heat content of the tropical thermocline have only recently come to be 

measured regularly, while theoretical attention seems to be focusing on changes in the 

rates of subduction within the tropical thermocline. 

As in the case of the eastern Pacific, eastward surges of warm water have 

important consequences along the southeastern boundary.  During ‘normal’ austral 

winters the intensification of the North African monsoon as well as the tilting of the 

equatorial thermocline induces upwelling of cool nutrient-rich water along the coast.  The 

result is a highly productive commercial fishery [Crawford et al., 1990; Boyd et al., 

1992].  Relaxation of the equatorial trade winds and the meridional winds of the North 

African monsoon causes a southward surge of warm, saline tropical water at least as far 

south as Namibia raising sea level at Walvis Bay (23oS) by an observable 5 cm [Brundrit, 

1995].  During the years of the Benguela Nino, the length of the upwelling season may be 

reduced by a factor of two [Hagen et al., 2001]. 

 

4. Off-equatorial variability 

a. Empirical studies 

Early interest in the relationship between tropical rainfall and SST anomalies was 

motivated by observational studies of rainfall fluctuations in Northeast Brazil [Markham 

and McLain, 1977; Hastenrath and Heller, 1977; Moura and Shukla, 1981].  The 

Nordeste, a part of Brazil dependent on agriculture, has a strongly seasonal cycle in 

which much of the annual rainfall occurs in the months of March through May when the 

ITCZ is at its southernmost position.  The great drought of 1958 forced 10 million people 

to emigrate from the Nordeste [Namias, 1972].  By matching wet and dry years in the 

Nordeste with patterns of SST, these studies found that drought associated with an 

anomalous northward shift of the ITCZ occurred in conjunction with an anomalous 

northward gradient of SST, an association often referred to as the Atlantic dipole.  A 
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second intense example of this circumstance occurred in 1993 [Rao et al., 1995]  (this 

dipole pattern maximizes cross-equatorial gradient but does not necessarily imply strong 

correlations between its centers of action).  Somewhat weaker relationships have also 

been identified between the northward gradient of SST and rainfall anomalies in West 

Africa [Folland et al., 1986; Lough, 1986; Hastenrath, 1990; Lamb and Pepper, 1992]. 

Nordeste rainfall is also influenced by Pacific El Nino, as in 1958. Section 6 discusses 

such El Nino effects in more detail. 

Many observational studies that followed can be roughly divided into those 

limited to examining oceanic variables and those looking for covariability between the 

atmosphere and ocean.  Early principal component analyses of SST variability that 

followed [Weare, 1977; Servain, 1991] seemed to confirm the presence of a pattern of 

variability in SST that was geographically stationary, with decadal time-scales.  

However, it was pointed out by Houghton and Tourre [1992] and confirmed byMehta 

[1998] that when the assumption of spatial orthogonality of the principal components is 

dropped the northern and southern hemispheres appear to act independently.  However in 

observational studies in which both atmospheric and oceanic variables were included 

such as Nobre and Shukla [1996] and Ruiz-Barradas et al [2000], the results again 

indicated the presence of a stable pattern of variability across the equator. 

The pattern identified by Ruiz-Barradas et al [2000] and presented in Fig. 4 

appears in five variables, anomalous wind stress components, diabatic heating, SST and 

thermocline heat content.  The pattern is most pronounced in spring when it is the 

primary principal component.  The SST pattern is most pronounced in the Northern 

Hemisphere and is accompanied by meridional wind anomalies along the equator heading 

down the pressure gradient and thus into the warmer hemisphere.  Away from the equator 

the pattern of anomalous wind stress corresponds to an increase in surface winds in the 

cool hemisphere and a decrease in the warm hemisphere.  A dipole pattern of diabatic 

heating is in its positive phase, reflecting enhanced convection, in the warm hemisphere, 

also associated with anomalous deepening of the mixed layer.  Heat content anomalies 

seem to follow the thermocline across the equator leading to hemispheric symmetry [see 

Ruiz-Barradas et al., 2000, Fig. 7].  The nodal line of SST anomalies is displaced north of 

the equator, roughly coinciding with the mean ITCZ. There are considerable anomalies of 
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wind and thermocline depth on the equator associated with this meridional mode. Servain 

et al. (1999) found significant correlation between the meridional and equatorial modes in 

certain frequency bands. 

 

b. Ocean response 

While observational studies disagree on how to characterize TAV in terms of 

empirical modes, they agree on the following points: i) the meridional position of the 

Atlantic ITCZ is sensitive to the anomalous cross-equatorial SST gradient (CESG), 

especially in February-April when the ITCZ is at its southernmost position and the 

climatological CESG is weak; ii) a meridional dipole configuration of SST anomalies, 

although it rarely occurs, maximizes the anomalous CESG; iii) off-equatorial SST 

anomalies are associated with changes in the strength of the easterly trades on either side 

of the equator/ITCZ.  

The third point is addressed by Carton et al. [1996] who present several 

experiments to examine the relative importance of the mechanical effects of wind stress, 

surface heating, and internal dynamics in controlling the model CESG.  They find that 

wind-induced changes in surface turbulence heat flux are the dominant mechanism for 

off-equatorial SST variability. When the effect of wind variability on surface latent heat 

flux is artificially suppressed, the model CESG variability is substantially reduced (Fig. 

5). By contrast, when Carton et al. remove interannual variability in wind stress but not in 

wind effect on latent heat flux, the model reproduces CESG variability despite a marked 

reduction in variability in ocean dynamic fields such as the thermocline depth. These 

results show that surface heat flux is the leading order process there, in contrast to the 

equatorial region where ocean dynamics are important [e.g. Carton and Huang 1994]. 

Subsequent calculations using ocean mixed layer models [Xie and Tanimoto, 1998; Czaja 

et al., 2002; Kushnir et al., 2002a] and a different ocean GCM [Seager et al. 2001] 

confirm the major role of wind-induced evaporation in off-equatorial SST variability, a 

result consistent with the ocean mixed layer heat budget analysis based on observations 

[Wagner, 1996].  

The situation in the South Atlantic is less clear.  Hakkinen and Mo [2002] suggest 

that ocean circulation changes may be important for southern tropical Atlantic SST 
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variability. But lack of observations may also be responsible for the apparent weakening 

of the trade wind-SST relation there. Tanimoto and Xie [2002] point out that south of 

10oS, anomalies of surface wind velocity and sea level pressure based on historical ship 

observations are often not even in geostrophic balance indicating that the data coverage 

may be insufficient to draw meaningful conclusions there. Wu et al. [2004] in this 

volume offer further evidence for the effect of anomalous vertical heat advection on 

southern tropical Atlantic SST variability. 

All the above model studies are based on coarse-resolution simulations that do not 

resolve mesoscale ocean eddies. Jochum et al. [2004, this volume] suggest that these 

eddies due to hydrodynamic instabilities of equatorial currents be a significant source of 

interannual variability in SST, especially in boreal spring when the ITCZ is sensitive to 

SST anomalies. 

 

c. Air-sea feedback 

 Chang et al. [1997] combined the wind-induced evaporation mechanism (point iii) 

with the direct CESG-atmospheric pressure gradient mechanism of driving cross-

equatorial winds (point i) to provide an air-sea interaction scenario for Atlantic CESG 

variability. They hypothesize that the trade wind anomalies such as those in Fig. 4 are 

forced by SST anomalies with a strong CESG, an assumption supported to various 

degrees by Moura and Shukla [1981] and subsequent atmospheric GCM studies (the 

atmospheric response to off-equatorial SST anomalies is a complex issue by its own and 

will be discussed in detail in Subsection 4e). A positive anomalous CESG sets up an 

anomalous southward pressure gradient in the atmospheric boundary layer [e.g., Lindzen 

and Nigam, 1987], inducing southerly cross-equatorial winds that decelerate the easterly 

trades north of the equator because of the Coriolis effect. Chang et al. [1997] suggest that 

these weakened trades north of the equator reduce surface evaporation, thereby acting to 

strengthen the initial CESG.  South of the equator, the southeasterly trades accelerate, 

increasing surface evaporative cooling and the northward CESG. This positive 

thermodynamic wind-evaporation-SST (WES) feedback was originally proposed to 

explain the northward displacement of the climatological ITCZ over the eastern Pacific 

and Atlantic [Xie and Philander, 1994].  
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 Besides WES, there seem to be additional feedback mechanisms that act between 

SST and clouds. In a composite analysis of historical ship observations based on a CESG 

index, a quadrupole banded structure emerges from the cloudiness field [Tanimoto and 

Xie, 2002]. Near the equator, a dipole of cloudiness anomalyappears in association with 

the shift of convective clouds in the ITCZ, acting as a negative feedback onto SST as 

more clouds form over the warmer side of the SST dipole. In the subtropics, more low 

clouds form over negative SST anomalies, reducing net radiation into the oceanic mixed 

layer causing more cooling and more clouds, etc. South of the equator, the positive 

feedback resulting from the negative SST - low cloud correlation results in roughly a 

10% increase in cloud cover or a 20 W/m2 reduction in incoming solar radiation at the 

surface for each 1oC increase in SST. This SST-low cloud feedback mechanism is 

significantly weaker in the northern tropical Atlantic. 

 While the mechanisms underlying air-sea interaction have emerged only recently, 

their potential for maintaining CESG anomalies was recognized much earlier. For 

example, Hastenrath and Greischar [1993] state “the SST pattern—itself affected by the 

surface wind field—…is conducive to a steeper meridional pressure gradient, which in 

turn favors a stronger southerly wind component.” Our expectation is that improved 

understanding of the physical mechanisms underlying air-sea interaction will lead to 

improved physically based numerical models, which may then have benefit for prediction 

systems.  

 

d. Free mode analysis 

 Linear stability analysis of the coupled equatorial ocean-atmosphere system has 

yielded useful insights into the dynamics of ENSO [Neelin et al., 1998]. By including the 

effect of wind-induced evaporation on SST, Zhou and Carton [1998] and Xie et al. [1999] 

extend such stability analyses with a more sophisticated surface heat flux formulation 

including latent heat loss. Two types of coupled modes emerge from the latter extended 

analysis: one arising from the Bjerknes [1969] feedback involving interaction of the 

thermocline depth, upwelling, SST and zonal winds along the equator; and one due to the 

thermodynamic WES feedback involving air-sea interaction in the meridional direction. 

The zonal and meridional modes differ not only in spatial structure—the former with 
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maximum amplitude at the equator while the latter off the equator—but also in the 

growth rate dependence on zonal wavenumber. The zonal mode favors a zonal 

wavelength about the size of the Pacific, the meridional mode grows fastest at zonal 

wavenumber zero, a property consistent with the fact that off-equatorial anomalies of 

Atlantic SST and wind are nearly zonally uniform in phase. In Xie et al.’s [1999] 

calculations, the growth rate of the equatorial mode at the size of the Atlantic basin is 

comparable to that of the zonally uniform meridional mode, being 0.6 and 0.8 year-1, 

respectively, in the absence of SST damping. (The equatorial mode’s growth rate is 1.5 

year-1 at the Pacific basin size.) The WES feedback is generally less than 10 Wm-2 and 

thus is only weakly positive.  In fact, the WES feedback may even be negative  when the 

dependence of SST on surface evaporation is considered. 

Chang et al. [1997] were the first to demonstrate the role of WES in CESG 

variability in a coupled model. Their atmospheric model is empirically constructed based 

on a singular value decomposition analysis of surface momentum/heat fluxes and SST 

over the tropical Atlantic. The coupling of this atmospheric model with either an 

intermediate ocean model of Zebiak and Cane [1987] or an ocean GCM yields 

oscillations on decadal timescales, in which SST anomalies are organized to maximize 

CESG with opposite polarities on either side of the equator (Fig. 6). Chang et al. show 

that the growth rate of this meridional mode is highly sensitive to the coupling of surface 

heat flux with SST but not so to the coupling with momentum flux, a result consistent 

with Carton et al.’s [1996] ocean GCM experiments.  In the Chang et al. model the CESG 

feedback is limited by cross-equatorial advection by the northward flowing North Brazil 

Current, which helps switch phase of the coupled oscillation, thus setting the timescale of 

reversal. 

 Xie [1999] examined the thermodynamic WES mode in a coupled dynamical 

model using a zonally uniform geometry.  The atmospheric model in this study was a 

linear baroclinic model following Matsuno [1966], Gill [1980] and Lindzen and Nigam 

[1987] while the mixed layer ocean model included horizontal advection by surface 

Ekman flow. Thus, in this study the spatial structure as well as temporal growth of the 

CESG mode resulted solely from ocean-atmosphere coupling. Without Ekman advection, 

the WES feedback gives rise to both the growth and equatorward propagation of the 
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coupled perturbation with an equatorially anti-symmetric structure. The Ekman advection 

acts to counter this equatorward propagation, thereby prolonging the oscillation period. It 

also acts to dampen the growth caused by the positive WES feedback, an effect evident in 

Xie’s [1999] energy equation analysis and by a recent coupled model study of Kushnir et 

al. [2002a]. Seager et al.’s [2001] ocean GCM calculations also show that the advection 

by the mean ocean currents acts as a damping on CESG variability.  

 As indicated above, one important feature of the Atlantic is the displacement of 

the nodal line of the observed SST “dipole” pattern north of the equator along with the 

mean ITCZ and diabatic heating. Okajima et al. [2003] explore the importance of this 

asymmetry with an atmospheric GCM coupled to a Zebiak-Cane-type ocean model 

modified to allow the thermocline depth to vary in space but not in time. This 

modification suppresses the thermocline feedback and virtually eliminates the ENSO 

mode in the system, allowing a close look into air-sea interaction in the meridional 

direction. In a run of this hybrid coupled GCM with a perfectly symmetric land-sea 

distribution, SST variability in the tropics organizes itself into a distinct dipole pattern 

with its nodal line on the equator (Fig. 7a).  The corresponding SST-wind speed 

relationship is consistent with positive WES feedback. When Okajima et al. perturb the 

shape of continents to force the mean position of the ITCZ into the Northern Hemisphere, 

the line of minimum SST variance shifts northward as well (Fig. 7b). Furthermore, SST 

variability becomes much less coherent across the mean ITCZ/SST nodal line with the 

SST correlation decreasing from 0.7 when the mean ITCZ is symmetric about the equator 

to 0.2 when the mean ITCZ is displaced a realistic distance off the equator.  

The WES feedback owes its positive sign to the sign change in the Coriolis 

parameter across the equator. Okajima et al. [2003] suggest that the departure of the 

climatic equator from the geographical equator weakens the WES feedback and reduces 

the coherence between variability north and south of the ITCZ. This impact of the shift of 

the mean ITCZ may explain the lack of significant interhemispheric coherence in TAV 

[Houghton and Tourre, 1992; Enfield et al., 1999; Mehta, 1998] and why CESG 

variability and associated atmospheric anomalies are strongest in March-April, the time 

when the climatological ITCZ is nearly symmetric about the equator. 
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e.  Atmospheric response 

 In the extratropics, a negative correlation between anomalies of SST and wind 

speed is now recognized as evidence for atmospheric forcing of the ocean mixed layer 

rather than the other way around [Frankignoul, 1985; Kushnir et al., 2002b]. In the 

tropical Atlantic, however, the shift in dynamics toward a direct atmospheric response to 

SST suggests that the observed negative SST-wind speed correlation may support the 

hypothesis of a positive WES feedback that organizes SST and wind anomalies into a 

dipole pattern that maximizes CESG, as discussed in the previous two subsections. 

 To prove this hypothesis of the existence of a coupled meridional mode, it still 

needs to be shown that the atmosphere responds to CESG anomalies (rather than causes 

them) and that the sign of the response is such that it leads to positive WES feedback. 

The basic physics of the atmospheric response was originally examined by Moura and 

Shukla [1981] who explored the response of an atmospheric GCM to an imposed CESG. 

They report a decrease in sea level pressure over the hemisphere with positive SST and 

an anomalous shift of the ITCZ in the direction of the imposed CESG. Recent studies 

conduct an ensemble of multi-decade hindcasts forced by observed SST and use a signal-

to-noise maximizing EOF technique to extract SST-forced signals [Venzke et al., 1999; 

Chang et al., 2000; Sutton et al., 2000; Terray and Cassou, 2002]. Some other studies 

impose time-invariant SST anomalies and carry out a large number of ensemble 

simulations to increase the sample size and thereby reduce the noise due to atmospheric 

internal variability [Dommenget and Latif, 2000; Okumura et al., 2001; Sutton et al., 

2001; Terray and Cassou, 2002].  The difficulty of the current atmospheric GCMs in 

reproducing the WES feedback is discussed in Wang and Carton [2003]. 

 Nearly all the GCMs agree in their response in the deep tropics within 10o latitude 

[Chang et al., 2000; Sutton et al., 2000; Okumura et al., 2001; Terray and Cassou, 2002]. 

In response to an SST dipole and the associated changes in CESG, these models generate 

cross-equatorial winds directed from the colder to the warmer hemisphere. The resultant 

low-level convergence causes the Atlantic ITCZ to move toward the warmer side of the 

SST dipole. The change in precipitation is not limited to the ocean but extends 

considerably inland over South America, probably as a result of the westward 

propagation of baroclinic Rossby waves forced over the ocean.  The presence of 
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substantial diabatic heating over the Amazon basin indicates an important role for 

interactions with land surface processes.   

In the deep tropics, the atmospheric response is baroclinic with wind anomalies 

being out of phase in the lower and upper troposphere.  The easterly trade winds tend to 

weaken on the equatorward side of positive SST anomalies and strengthen on the 

equatorward side of negative SST anomalies. This trade wind response supports the WES 

feedback as envisioned by Chang et al. [1997]. While Chang et al. [2000] find the 

significant response confined to 10oS-10oN in their model, other models show a broader 

response in latitude. Based on a single multi-decadal integration, results of Robertson et 

al. [2000] and Watanabe and Kimoto [1999] hint at a response of the NAO  to tropical 

Atlantic SST anomalies. Model studies with large ensemble members/long integrations 

seem to support this extratropical response [Okumura et al., 2001; Sutton et al., 2001; 

Terray and Cassou, 2002]. In response to a positive CESG, a barotropic low develops in 

the mid-latitude North Atlantic centered around 45oN, in addition to a baroclinic response 

in the deep tropics [Okumura et al., 2001]. This barotropic response is strongest in boreal 

winter and spring [Venzke et al., 1999; Okumura et al., 2001; Sutton et al., 2001; Terray 

and Cassou, 2002] and allows the relaxed trades and hence the positive WES feedback to 

cover the entire northern tropical Atlantic.  

Intermediate baroclinic models of the atmosphere are very useful in studying 

ENSO over the tropical Pacific but they are much less successful in reproducing the 

surface wind response to tropical Atlantic SST variations, especially in the subtropics 

[Chiang et al., 2001; Chung et al., 2002].  One likely explanation is because the 

barotropic response in the subtropical/midlatitude Atlantic modulates the trade winds. 

The exact mechanism for this barotropic response needs further study. One example is 

barotropic Rossby wave excitation by upper-tropospheric convergence/divergence 

associated with the anomalous shift of the ITCZ. Much as in the extratropical response to 

ENSO, the North Atlantic storm track varies in such a way as to reinforce barotropic 

stationary eddies [Watanabe and Kimoto, 1999; Okumura et al., 2001].  Another 

important factor may be diabatic heating over the surrounding continents that alters the 

zonal pressure gradient and preferentially affects the zonal component of the near-

equatorial winds. 
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 A related line of research is the use of atmospheric GCMs to investigate the 

relationship between the NAO and a pattern of anomalous SST in the form of a tripole 

(the tropical extension of which represents the CESG), which are the dominant modes of 

the atmosphere and ocean over the North Atlantic, respectively. Several studies show that 

the observed NAO time series can be reproduced, albeit at reduced amplitudes, in 

atmospheric GCMs forced by observed SST [Venzke et al., 1999; Rodwell et al., 1999; 

Mehta et al., 2000; Lin and Derome, 2003], a result that Bretherton and Battisti [2000] 

suggest is consistent with the null hypothesis of atmospheric stochastic forcing of the 

ocean. It is also likely, as GCM experiments of Sutton et al. [2001] and Terray and 

Cassou [2002] show, that the tropical part of the SST tripole is what forces the NAO-like 

response in the extratropics, perhaps by shifting the ITCZ. Indeed, Watanabe and Kimoto 

[1999] and Okumura et al. [2001] show that the extratropical part of the SST tripole can 

be reproduced in an ocean mixed layer coupled with an atmospheric GCM that is forced 

by a tropical SST dipole. To the extent that this tropical forcing scenario holds and that 

the tropical Atlantic anomalies result from local air-sea interaction, a certain degree of 

predictability may be achieved for the NAO-tripole pair. In ensemble atmospheric GCM 

experiments, percentage of SLP variance due to imposed SST variability generally 

decreases poleward, being 30-60% in the subtropics and 10-30% in the mid-latitudes 

[Rodwell, 2003].  

 Figure 8 shows the regressions of observed SST, surface wind velocity and net 

surface heat flux upon a northern tropical Atlantic SST index for March-May [see also 

Kushnir et al., 2002a]. Large anomalies of trade winds take place during January-March, 

preceding the large SST anomalies during March-May. Czaja et al. [2002] attribute these 

trade wind anomalies in January-March exclusively to external forcing but the 

atmospheric GCM studies mentioned above suggest that these wind anomalies may partly 

result from the mid-latitude barotropic response to a northward shift of the ITCZ. A 

quantitative estimate of the importance of tropical SST forcing is difficult to make from 

observations. Czaja et al. [2002] note that wind anomalies in the deep tropics are likely a 

response to the northern tropical Atlantic SST anomalies, which appear beginning in 

January and persist into boreal summer. Despite an SST regression pattern confined north 

of the equator, the wind regression extends well into the Southern Hemisphere and is 
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consistent with the phase relationship expected from WES feedback. Such a cross-

equatorial response is seen in atmospheric GCM results when SST anomalies are 

imposed only on one side of the equator [Sutton et al., 2001].  

 

5. Interaction with the extratropics 

 In the tropics SST variations are important in shaping the spatial pattern of 

variations in convection and hence other atmospheric fields. In the extratropics, on the 

other hand, the atmospheric dynamics organize low-frequency variability into large-scale 

patterns, even without feedback from the ocean. The NAO is such a preferred pattern that 

dominates the month-to-month atmospheric variability over the North Atlantic [Hurrell et 

al., 2003]. Atmospheric GCM simulations with climatological SST as the surface 

boundary condition confirm that the NAO is a dominant mode of atmospheric internal 

variability but that in the absence of SST variability its spectrum is likely white in time. 

The observed NAO shows enhanced power at decadal timescales, which may result from 

air-sea interaction within the extratropical North Atlantic [Marshall et al., 2001] or from 

teleconnections excited by anomalous shifts in the Atlantic ITCZ [Okumura et al., 2001; 

Sutton et al., 2001; Terry and Cassou, 2002], or both.  

 

a. A pan-Atlantic pattern 

 The NAO is correlated with the SST tripole over the North Atlantic in boreal 

winter/spring, with the tropical/subtropical lobe of the latter centered at 10-20oN. 

Rajagopalan et al. [1998] find that the NAO is also correlated with both southern tropical 

Atlantic SST and CESG variability at decadal timescales. In fact, Xie and Tanimoto’s 

[1998] composite analysis based on a CESG index reveals a pan-Atlantic pattern, with 

bands of SST anomalies of alternating signs that span from the South Atlantic to 

Greenland (Fig. 9). This so-called pan-Atlantic decadal oscillation pattern features 

anomalous wind/sea level pressure (SLP) patterns similar to the NAO and a SST tripole 

over the North Atlantic [Tanimoto and Xie, 1999], and is captured in a joint analysis of 

SST and SLP over the whole Atlantic basin using a frequency domain method [Tourre et 

al., 1999]. 
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 There is some evidence that the above pan-Atlantic pattern favors decadal 

timescales. Enfield et al. [1999] show that SST variability in the northern and southern 

tropical Atlantic displays marginally significant coherence with anti-symmetric phase in 

the 8-12 year band in the boreal winter-spring. Chu (1984) reports a spectral peak in the 

frequency band of 12.7-14.9 years in northeast Brazil rainfall. Mehta [1998] notes a 

similar decadal peak in this regional rainfall variability as well as in Atlantic CESG. Such 

a decadal (12-13 years) peak is found in an 825-year long sediment core in the Cariaco 

Basin north of the Venezuelan coast, which Black et al. [1999] interpret as resulting from 

variability in the northern tropical Atlantic trades. At decadal timescales, Rajagopalan et 

al. [1998] find that the NAO shows significant coherence with CESG and SST in both the 

northern and southern tropical Atlantic. Tourre et al.’s [1999] joint SST-SLP pattern is 

associated with a spectral peak centered at a period of 11.4 years. When the empirical 

orthogonal function analysis is performed separately for SST and SLP and over the 

separate northern and southern tropical Atlantic domains, the four independently obtained 

leading principal components are highly correlated at decadal timescales [Tanimoto and 

Xie, 2002]. Instrumental records, however, are too short to test further this hypothesis for 

a pan-Atlantic decadal oscillation. 

 

b. Subtropical high as the bridge 

This statistical relationship between the CESG and NAO suggests an interaction 

between them. In one direction, as atmospheric GCM studies suggest, CESG variability 

affects the NAO through its effect on the Atlantic ITCZ and upper-tropospheric 

divergence [see sub-section 4e]. Xie and Tanimoto [1998], Chang et al. [2000], Czaja et 

al. [2002], and Kushnir et al. [2002a] investigate this interaction from the other direction 

by asking how the NAO affects the CESG? The subtropical/mid-latitude center of action 

of the NAO in SLP is located at 40oN, driving changes in the strength of the northeasterly 

trades to the south and hence affecting northern tropical Atlantic SST.  Assuming that the 

direct NAO influence on SST is strongest in the subtropics, Xie and Tanimoto [1998] 

apply an external forcing that is random in time and confined poleward of 20o latitude 

and show that the WES feedback organizes the tropical response into a coherent dipole 

structure that favors low-frequency (interannual) variability [see also Kushnir et al., 
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2002a]. In particular, when the observed winds are used as the subtropical forcing, the 

coupled model reproduces the observed CESG evolution quite well despite the fact that 

the tropics are free of external forcing (Fig. 10). Thus, air-sea feedback may act to 

transfer the impact of subtropical anomalies like those associated with the NAO into the 

deep tropics.  

 Chang et al. [2001] derive an atmospheric noise field empirically based on a 145-

year atmospheric GCM run that is forced by the monthly SST climatology. The dominant 

noise pattern resembles the NAO and features wind anomalies with large amplitudes in 

the subtropics that decay rapidly toward the deep tropics (Fig. 11, left). They force a 

hybrid coupled ocean GCM with this noise field with a white spectrum in time. In the 

absence of air-sea feedback, SST anomalies are confined to the subtropics with little 

response near the equator. When moderate coupling is allowed in the model, regions of 

maximum SST variability shift toward the equator to 10-20o in latitude, accompanied by 

large CESG variations reddened at interannual and lower frequencies. Associated with 

the change in SST spatial structure, the trade winds on both sides of the equator show 

large variations in the deep tropics, with stronger cross-equatorial coherence than in the 

uncoupled run. This result supports the notion that NAO’s influence on CESG is rather 

indirect and requires the bridging effect of air-sea interaction to reach the deep tropics.  

 Namias [1972] reports a correlation between the North Atlantic subtropical high 

and northeast Brazil rainfall in boreal winter and spring. He notes “the northeast trades 

are often regulated by the Atlantic subtropical anticyclone” and “these variations alter the 

intensity of convergence into the ITCZ and perhaps change its position”. Czaja et al. 

[2002] construct a simple model for northern tropical Atlantic SST and show that 

subtropical SLP variations—the forcing in the model—explain most of the observed SST 

variability. This seems to suggest that air-sea interaction within the tropical Atlantic is 

secondary, but as Xie and Tanimoto [1998] and Chang et al. [2001] show, the influence 

radius of subtropical forcing may be a function of local air-sea feedback; without the 

feedback, its effect may well be confined and not extend into the deep tropics to affect 

CESG and ITCZ.  

The NAO and the SST tripole emerge as the leading mode from joint ocean-

atmospheric analyses of coupled GCM simulations [Grotzner et al., 1998; Delworth and 
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Mehta, 1998]. However, different studies disagree on how far the NAO influence can 

penetrate toward the south. Delworth and Mehta [1998] report that it is limited to north of 

the equator but a pan-Atlantic pattern emerges from Watanabe et al.’s [1999] simulation, 

with an SST dipole in the tropics. 

 The interaction of the TAV with the extratropics is much less well studied in the 

Southern than in the Northern Hemisphere. Based on a singular value decomposition 

analysis, Venegas et al. [1997] show that there is a meridional SST dipole pattern in the 

South Atlantic and that it is associated with variations in subtropical SLP, a co-variation 

pattern similar to that over the North Atlantic. They note that the SST-SLP pattern is 

most pronounced in the southern summer, a result that they suggest is indicative of 

“possible links with major climatic oscillations observed in the Northern Hemisphere”. 

CESG/ITCZ variability and air-sea interaction in the tropical Atlantic may well be the 

mechanism for such interhemispheric links. In fact, the South Atlantic SST dipole of 

Venegas et al. [1997] is part of the pan-Atlantic pattern (Fig. 9) as documented by 

Tanimoto and Xie [1999; 2002]. Barreiro et al. [2004, this volume] investigate further the 

influence of South Atlantic extratropical variability on TAV. 

 

c. Oceanic pathways 

 So far, we have examined the link between TAV and the extratropics via the 

atmosphere. There are also oceanic pathways that link the subtropical with the equatorial 

Atlantic, via so-called subtropical cells [Schott et al., 2004, this volume]. These pathways 

carry water subducted in the subtropics during winter into the equatorial upwelling zones. 

In the Atlantic, these subtropical cells are highly asymmetric about the equator because of 

the deep meridional overturning circulation [MOC; Jochum and Malanotte-Rizzoli, 2001] 

and are sensitive to changes in wind stress [Inui et al., 2002].  

 Changes in the deepwater formation in the high-latitude North Atlantic can induce 

changes in cross-equatorial ocean heat transport, which Yang [1999] suggests give rise to 

a dipole SST pattern in the tropical Atlantic. Using a coupled GCM, Dong and Sutton 

[2002] show that this MOC-induced SST dipole amplifies in the tropical Atlantic by 

interacting with the atmosphere. In particular, in response to a sudden weakening of the 

MOC, a SST dipole develops in year 4-6, with a strong cooling over the northern and a 
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weak warming over the southern tropical Atlantic. SLP increases over the region of sea 

surface cooling and decreases over warming. The resulting anomalous CESG causes the 

Atlantic ITCZ to shift southward, triggering further changes over the tropical Pacific in 

their model. Dong and Sutton [2002] suggest that the effect of changes in the high-

latitude North Atlantic and the MOC can be felt quickly through the globe via such 

atmospheric feedback in the tropical Atlantic, and that this process occurs in years instead 

of the hundreds of years one would expect if only ocean processes were involved. 

 Analysis of paleo-proxies shows a strong correlation between the position of the 

Atlantic ITCZ and Greenland climate conditions [Peterson et al., 2000]. Chiang et al. 

[2003] suggest that the pan-Atlantic pattern discussed earlier in this section is a useful 

model, with the interaction and feedback between CESG and the position and strength of 

the ITCZ as a possible mechanism for this link between the high-latitude and tropical 

North Atlantic. Using an atmospheric GCM coupled with a slab ocean mixed layer, 

Chiang et al. show that continental ice sheets present during the last glacier maximum 

could trigger tropical air-sea interaction, by altering atmospheric stationary wave patterns, 

giving rise to pan Atlantic scale changes with a large anomalous CESG that is coupled 

with the oceanic ITCZ. Chiang et al. conclude that their model prefers the meridional 

mode in response to various surface forcing terms during the last glacier maximum. Since 

their ocean model is one-dimensional and does not include any dynamics, they suggest 

that the atmospheric response to high-latitude changes in sea and land ice is an alternative 

means of triggering changes in the tropical air-sea system, besides the MOC mechanism 

of Yang [1999] and Dong and Sutton [2002]. In both the studies of Dong and Sutton 

[2002] and Chiang et al. [2003] the WES feedback seems to be a key to communicating 

the high-latitude changes to the deep tropics, leading to changes in CESG and ITCZ. 

 

6. ENSO influence 

Regarding ENSO influence, it has been known for some time that a basin-wide 

warming takes place in the tropical Atlantic a few months after the Pacific warm event 

peaks in December-January. During and immediately following an El Nino event, 

precipitation generally decreases over the equatorial Atlantic. This section reviews 

studies of ENSO influence in the tropical Atlantic.  
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The Atlantic response to ENSO shows strong seasonality because both ENSO and 

its influence on the Pacific North American (PNA) teleconnection are seasonally phase-

locked. The Atlantic response to La Nina is similar in spatial pattern to that to El Nino, 

albeit with anomalies reversing signs. For this reason, the following discussion describes 

the response to El Nino. 

 

a. SST 

In December and January when El Nino peaks in the Pacific, SLP in the 

subtropical and mid-latitude North Atlantic drops while increasing in the equatorial 

Atlantic [Covey and Hastenrath, 1978; Aceituno, 1988; Giannini et al., 2000; Mestas-

Nunes and Enfield, 2001; Alexander and Scott, 2002]. The resultant anomalous pressure 

gradient drives anomalous southwesterlies over the tropical North Atlantic north of 10oN. 

These anomalous winds are particularly strong in the western half of the basin, acting to 

weaken the prevailing northeast trades on the background and hence surface latent and 

sensible heat flux [Aceituno, 1988; Curtis and Hastenrath, 1995; Lanzante, 1996; Enfield 

and Mayer, 1997; Klein et al., 1999]. This reduced heat release from the ocean gives rise 

to a delayed warming of the ocean mixed layer that peaks in April-June in a zonal band 

between 20oN and the latitude of the climatological ITCZ (Fig. 12). The decrease in 

surface evaporation prior to this tropical North Atlantic warming is captured in Klein et 

al.’s [1999] calculations based on ship observations. In addition, Klein et al. [1999] report 

a modest reduction in cloud cover south of 20oN that further contributes to the ocean 

warming. 

Based on atmospheric GCM simulations, Saravanan and Chang [2000] suggest 

that in addition to wind-induced evaporation variations, changes in air-sea difference in 

surface temperature and humidity are also important for the sea surface warming in the 

tropical North Atlantic in boreal spring following an El Nino event. Chikamoto and 

Tanimoto [2004] confirm this air-sea temperature/humidity difference effect by 

performing a heat flux analysis based on historical ship reports. They show that much of 

the decrease in turbulent heat flux over the tropical northwestern Atlantic is due to an 

increase in air-sea temperature difference. Normally, SST anomalies are slightly higher 

than surface air temperature anomalies, but in this region and in the boreal winter-spring 
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following an El Nino, anomalies of air temperature are larger and lead those of SST (Fig. 

13), thereby suppressing surface heat release from the ocean.  

ENSO-induced tropical North Atlantic warming induces further air-sea interaction 

within the tropical Atlantic. In April-June when this warming is at its maximum, 

significant southeasterly wind anomalies form in a region between the latitude of the 

mean ITCZ and 10-15oS, apparently in response to the decrease in SLP over the band of 

positive SST anomalies to the north (Fig. 12). These anomalous southeasterlies are in the 

general direction of the climatological background winds and induce negative SST 

anomalies south of the equator, through the dependence of evaporation on wind speed.  

This cooling increases the northward SST gradient and hence the anomalous 

southeasterly cross-equatorial winds, implying a positive WES feedback discussed earlier. 

Enfield and Mayer [1997] discuss this tendency for the tropical Atlantic to develop a 

cross-equatorial SST gradient in the boreal summer following an El Nino [see also 

Chiang et al., 2002]. The SST correlation with ENSO is generally weaker in the South 

than in the North Atlantic. The abovementioned cooling south of the equator shows a 

correlation just above 0.25 (vs. well above 0.5 in the tropical North Atlantic). A positive 

correlation of around 0.5 develops in the subtropical South Atlantic southwest of the 

above cooling region [Enfield and Mayer, 1997; Klein et al., 1999]. 

Thus, local air-sea interaction is apparently involved in the Atlantic response to 

Pacific variability, but the feedback is not strong enough to sustain the cross-equatorial 

SST gradient anomalies through the boreal summer. In contrast to this ENSO influence 

on cross-equatorial SST variability, the correlation between the Atlantic Nino and ENSO 

is generally insignificant [Zebiak, 1993] despite the presence of significant southeasterly 

wind anomalies near the equator (Fig. 12; see also Latif and Barnett, 1995) that by 

themselves tend to induce a cold event in the equatorial Atlantic by increasing equatorial 

upwelling and shoaling the thermocline in the east. (The 1984 Atlantic Nino is one 

exception taking place following the major El Nino in 1982-83.) Between the anomalous 

southwesterlies north of 10oN and southeasterlies near the equator, there is a significant 

band of negative wind curl during January-March that excites downwelling Rossby 

waves. The opposing effects of these Rossby waves and anomalous equatorial easterlies 
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may be responsible for the lack of correlation between equatorial Pacific and Atlantic 

SST. 

 

b. Precipitation 

During an El Nino event, atmospheric convection intensifies in the central and 

eastern equatorial Pacific. The increased convective heating warms the Pacific 

troposphere. These positive tropospheric temperature anomalies created in the Pacific are 

rapidly spread along the equatorial belt via equatorial wave adjustment and occupy the 

global tropics [Yulaeva and Wallace, 1994; Chiang and Sobel, 2002; Su et al., 2004, this 

volume]. Outside the tropical Pacific, this tropical tropospheric warming is associated by 

the anomalous descending motion as part of the anomalous Walker circulation associated 

with ENSO. This anomalous subsidence, along with the increased static stability 

associated with the tropospheric warming over the global tropical belt, suppresses 

atmospheric convection and reduces precipitation over the equatorial Atlantic. During 

March-May as the tropical North Atlantic warms up, the Atlantic ITCZ shows a tendency 

to shift anomalously northward, with a dipole in the precipitation anomaly field. This 

precipitation dipole is not limited to the oceanic sector but extends into the South 

American continent as well, with a large decrease in rainfall over the Brazil’s Nordeste 

region and a modest increase over the continent north of the equator. By comparing 

atmospheric hindcasts with SST forcing over the global tropics and the tropical Atlantic, 

Saravanan and Chang [2000] show that the rainfall reduction over the equatorial Atlantic 

is the direct response to ENSO (via anomalous downdraft and tropospheric warming) 

while the northward shift of the ITCZ is an indirect response forced by Atlantic SST 

anomalies (notably the tropical North Atlantic warming and the attendant cross-equatorial 

SST gradient). Chiang et al. [2002] confirm this sequence of rainfall response based on 

observational analysis. 

March-May rainfall over the Caribbean Sea increases following El Nino, while 

rainfall response over the land surrounding the Caribbean is also affected by orography 

[Giannini et al., 2000; Taylor et al., 2002].  

 

c. Teleconnection mechanism 
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 Besides the adjustment through an anomalous Walker circulation, the PNA 

teleconnection is an additional mechanism by which ENSO affects the North Atlantic in 

boreal winter and early spring [Nobre and Shukla, 1996; Klein et al., 1999; Lau and Nath, 

2001]. In particular, the center of action over Florida associated with the barotropic PNA 

pattern contributes to the lowering of SLP there, and to the weakening of the 

northeasterly trades and warming of the ocean mixed layer in the tropical North Atlantic. 

Based on an ensemble hindcast with an atmospheric GCM that is forced by tropical 

Pacific SST variations and coupled with a slab ocean mixed layer model, Lau and Nath 

[2001] show that the influence of ENSO is not limited to the tropical Atlantic but is also 

significant in the extratropical North Atlantic, a result that further supports the idea that 

the PNA mechanism plays an important role in the Atlantic response to ENSO 

[Alexander et al., 2002]. 

 Whereas to first order ENSO is symmetric about the equator in the Pacific, the 

response of the Atlantic is quite equatorially asymmetric, with the strongest anomalies of 

SST and rainfall observed in the northern tropics. The PNA mechanism accounts partly 

for this asymmetry in the Atlantic response. Recently, Chiang and Sobel [2002] suggest 

that the tropical tropospheric warming associated with ENSO—an effect of the 

anomalous Walker circulation mechanism—is effectively communicated to the ocean 

surface through vertical mixing by moist convection. Thus, the resultant ocean mixed 

layer warming is confined to the convective regions such as the northward-displaced 

oceanic ITCZ (see Fig. 13).  

 

d. Coupled model studies 

Using a coupled GCM, Huang et al. [2002] carry out an experiment in which only 

the tropical Atlantic between 30oS-30oN is coupled with the atmosphere and the observed 

SST history is prescribed elsewhere. (It is similar to Saravanan and Chang [2000] and 

Lau and Nath [2001] except with a dynamic ocean model.) Huang et al. report that the 

prescribed ENSO exerts a strong influence on the tropical North Atlantic and explains up 

to 50% of the variance in their model. Consistent with Enfield and Mayer [1997], the 

model tropical North Atlantic warming subsequently induces southerly cross-equatorial 

winds, which interact further with the ocean, leading to SST anomalies south of the 
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equator. In Huang et al.’s [2002] model ENSO’s influence is weak on and south of the 

equator, where most of SST variability is due to air-sea interaction local to the tropical 

Atlantic.  

 In an independent study with a different coupled GCM, Wu and Liu [2002] 

confirm the importance of local air-sea interaction and in particular the WES feedback in 

TAV. In a so-called partially coupled experiment in which the active feedback onto the 

atmosphere is removed over the northern tropical Atlantic, SST variability is reduced 

more than half compared with a control. This leads Wu and Liu to suggest that the 

tropical North Atlantic is not just passively responding to external forcing such as ENSO 

and NAO but positive feedback arising from air-sea interaction is necessary to produce 

the right level of variability there [see also Wu et al., 2004, in this volume]. 

 

7. Summary and discussion 

 The seasonal cycle is by far the largest source of climate variability in the tropical 

Atlantic. The seasonal cycle consists of a north-south anti-symmetric annual component 

that is forced directly by the seasonal march of the sun, and a north-south symmetric 

component with a maximum on or slightly south of the equator. This air-sea interaction 

component is triggered by the onset of the West African monsoon causing rapid 

equatorial cooling in May and June, which is further amplified by air-sea interaction 

along the equator through a mechanism similar to that Bjerknes [1969] envisioned for 

ENSO.  

 On interannual and longer timescales, no single mode seems to dominate. Instead, 

several mechanisms are responsible for tropical Atlantic variability. On the equator, both 

observational and modeling studies indicate that there is a Bjerknes-type air-sea coupled 

mode arising from the interaction of the equatorial zonal SST gradient, ITCZ convection, 

zonal wind, and thermocline depth. The resulting positive feedback here in the Atlantic is 

weaker than the corresponding feedback in the Pacific probably because of the smaller 

zonal width of the Atlantic basin.  Thus, the anomalous warming on the equator, which 

occurs every few years, is modest in amplitude and lasts only for a few months in boreal 

summer. This warming is generally associated with an increase in rainfall along the 

coasts of Guinea and Angola. 
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 In addition to an equatorial mode, observational and modeling studies generally 

support the notion that interannual variability in the cross-equatorial SST gradient and the 

position and strength of the oceanic ITCZ are coupled and that this coupling results to 

some degree from their mutual interaction. The interaction involves positive WES 

feedback between anomalous trades, wind-induced changes in surface evaporation, and 

SST anomalies. The coupled ITCZ/CESG variability affects rainfall over the surrounding 

continents, in particular over northeastern Brazil and to a lesser extent over the Sahel.  

 In addition to local interactions the tropical Atlantic is also subject to strong 

external forcing.  ENSO warming in the equatorial Pacific reduces the northeasterly 

trades and gives rise to a delayed warming in the northern tropical Atlantic through the 

PNA teleconnection and subsidence associated with an anomalous Walker circulation. 

The NAO also modulates the strength of the northeast trades and hence SST in the 

subtropical North Atlantic. Such external forcing of the northeast trades explains a large 

percentage of observed SST variability in the northern tropical Atlantic, which 

subsequently triggers the ITCZ/CESG interaction in the deep tropics and induces changes 

on and across the equator.  All these TAV mechanisms are highly seasonal: ENSO and 

NAO forcing is strongest in boreal winter; the ITCZ/CESG interaction in March-May 

when the equator is uniformly warm; and the equatorial mode is most pronounced in the 

boreal summer coinciding with the season of the cold tongue and the shallow thermocline 

in the east. 

While the ITCZ/CESG interaction almost certainly exists, many uncertainties 

remain.  It is unclear, for example, how far the ITCZ/CESG interaction extends toward 

the poles. There is observational evidence for a positive SST-low cloud feedback in the 

subtropics, indicative of an atmospheric reaction in the planetary boundary layer to SST 

anomalies. Some modeling studies suggest that the CESG-induced shift of the ITCZ and 

resultant shift of upper-tropospheric divergence force a barotropic response that 

modulates the strength of the North Atlantic subtropical high and the northeast trades. 

This suggests that ITCZ/CESG in the deep tropics might interact with the subtropical 

Atlantic, a mechanism that may give rise in turn to the observed pan-Atlantic pattern of 

anomalies of SST, SLP, and surface wind. Interestingly, this pan-Atlantic pattern has 
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been used to explain a link between the tropical and high-latitude North Atlantic 

observed in paleoclimate records.  

 There is a paradox in TAV research. While theoretical studies indicate that the 

WES feedback favors a dipole mode anti-symmetric about the mean position of the ITCZ, 

observed SST variability is not significantly correlated across this latitude. This paradox 

may be reconciled by considering the departure of the position of the climatological 

ITCZ from the geographical equator, which acts to reduce interhemispheric coherence of 

WES-induced variability. Other mechanisms for reducing this correlation include 

interference with other modes of variability like the Atlantic Nino, and disruption by 

external forcing that is generally not projected onto the meridional mode. 

 Ocean-atmospheric interaction and feedback, when they exist, offer hope for 

useful predictability, a subject of Saravanan and Chang’s [2004] chapter in this volume. 

Indeed, Hastenrath and Greischar [1993] and Folland et al. [2001] show that northeast 

Brazil rainfall in boreal spring is quite predictable in their empirical models using SST in 

the tropical Pacific and Atlantic as predictors. Recent predictability studies using 

dynamical models support this conclusion and show improved hindcast skills if they are 

initialized with SSTs in the eastern equatorial Pacific and tropical Atlantic [Chang et al., 

1998; Penland and Matrosova, 1998; Chang et al., 2003]. Initial SST anomalies in these 

regions allow inclusion of ENSO teleconnection and the ITCZ/CESG interaction within 

the tropical Atlantic, respectively. This result is consistent with diagnostic/modeling 

studies showing the importance of both ENSO forcing and local air-sea feedback. 

 A further prerequisite for successful dynamic prediction is the use of an air-sea-

land coupled model that is unbiased. Unfortunately, strong biases persist in nearly all 

current climate models in the tropical Atlantic sector. Chief among these biases are the 

failure to keep the mean ITCZ north of the equator and to maintain the equatorial cold 

tongue. In most models, the ITCZ moves back and forth across the equator following the 

sun, and stays far too long south of the equator. The modeled zonal SST gradient on the 

equator is opposite to observations, with higher SSTs in the Gulf of Guinea than east of 

South America. Peculiarly, this reversal of SST gradient occurs despite prevailing 

easterly winds on the equator in some models [Davey et al., 2002]. The seasonal 

northward-displacement of the ITCZ and corresponding development of the equatorial 
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cold tongue are features of the seasonal climate that are necessary to the development, 

structure, and timing of the interannual/decadal TAV, as has been discussed in this 

review. It is thus a high priority to reduce and remove these biases in climate models. 

The tropical Atlantic is a small ocean basin flanked by major continents that host 

major convection centers of the global atmosphere. Continents exert a strong influence on 

the annual-mean state and seasonal cycle of the tropical Atlantic, as exemplified by the 

northward displacement of the climatological ITCZ and the annual cycle in equatorial 

SST and zonal wind. We also know that interannual variability of the tropical Atlantic 

exerts a significant effect on the rainfall over both South America and Africa. Unclear is 

what role the continents play in TAV. Questions that remain to be explored include 

whether variability on continents provides any feedback to the TAV and to what extent 

internal variability of the continental monsoon can affect TAV. An accurate 

representation of the interaction of ocean, atmosphere, and land is imperative for a 

realistic simulation of the mean state and variability of the tropical Atlantic Ocean. 
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